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"Production of intermedíate vector mesón resonances in the process t—>n1nDv"

Casaus, J.; Mana, C.
26 págs., 10 fígrs., 10 refs.

Abstract

We present a study on the invariant mass distribution of Tñr0 pairs produced in the process T-^TU±7I°V. The
analysis is based on a sample of 33,096 events collected by the L3 detector between 1991 and 1994. The data is not
inconsistent with the hypothesis that the process is being mediated by the p(770) mesón alone but is in better agreement
with the inclusión of an extra p' resonance in the decay of the tau lepton. The estimated parameters of the resonances
are:

mp= 0.7717 !X:K ± 0.0085 GeV
r '= 0.1522 r,SS ±0.0019 GeV
mp

P= 1.306 Í S ±0.20 GeV
rP = 0.54 *?S ±0.51 GeV

p

with a mixing between the p and the p' of P = - 0.106 -íí™ ±0.13

"Producción de mesones vectoriales intermedios en el proceso x—>7i±7t°v"

Casaus, J.; Mana, C.
26 págs., 10 figrs., 10 refs.

Resumen

Presentamos un estudio de la distribución de masa invariante de los pares TTTI0 producidos en el proceso
x— î&nPv. El análisis está basado en una muestra de 33.096 sucesos obtenidos por el detector L3 entre 1991 y 1994.
Los datos no son inconsistentes con la hipótesis de que el proceso esté mediado solamente por el mesón p(770) pero
están en mejor acuerdo si se incluye también el mesón p' en la descripción de la desintegración del leptón tau. Los
parámetros estimados de las resonancias son:

mp,= 1.306!^ ±0.20 GeV
/ , = 0.54 Tv, ±0.51 GeV

p

con una mezcla entre el p y el p' de p = - 0.106 !?,5(7 ±0.13





1 Introduction.

The decay r—»7r±7rtV is usually described by the production of the charged Jpc = 1 inter-
medíate mesón state p(770). However, other mesón states with the same quantum numbers
can contribute to the same process and therefore should be added coherently. Among them
there is one with a mass below the r mass: the p(1250), also called p [1-3]. Nevertheless, its
existence is far from clear and in 1986 it was removed from the P.D.G. summary table due to
its very little compelling evidence. On the other hand, the mass and the width of the charged
p(770) mesón are not very accurately determined due mainly to its large width (~.150GeV).
Indeed. the average valúes quoted by the P.D.G. [4], based on a sample of ~21,000 events are
compatible within two standard deviations with valúes up to ~10 times the quoted errors.

In this note we study the process r—y^-ñ^v under the hypothesis of two intermediate vector
mesons and determine their masses and widths with a sample of 33.096 events collected by the
L3 experiment between 1991 and 1994.

2 Phenomenological description of T^I&TPV

In this section wé shall give a naive introduction to the formulae we have used to describe the
invariant mass of the TÎ TT0 final state in the process T^^TT0^ with a JPC = 1 intermediate
state. A more involved derivation of these formulae can be found in [5].

For the interaction bctwecn the 1 vector mesón (Y(k)), the W boson and the two pseudo-
scalars (S(p).S' [p)) in the final state we have taken the following phenomenological couplings
based on the Lorentz and gauge invariance:

= /v="(*;) f ^ (1)

Ncglecting spin correlation effeets for the 1 intermediate state, we can factorise the pro-
cess r—>(!")—>7r±7r0^ as the production of a J = 1 state (r—¥\~±i') and its subsequent decay
(I"±-^7r±7r0). Using the first of the couplings (equation (1)), the matrix element for the pro-
duction of the vector state can be written as:

~m" {ml + 2my) (3)
pol m?,

where mr and m.y are the masses of the tau lepton and the vector mesón respectively. The two
body Lorentz invariant phase space in the tau rest Trame is:

^ _ j
2m.z.

Therefore. from the production of the vector mesón we get the mass dependent factor:
'> O \ •> I

: - mr-r. , , ' m p - -in • é»(mT - mv) (5)

The decay of the vector state into 7r±7r° can be easily calculated with the second of the
couplings (eciuation (2)) giving:

I (6)

pol



The contribution of the coupling constant go has been removed since it is associated with terms
proportional to the mass difference between the TT* and TT0. In this case, the two body Lorentz
invariant phase space within the vector state rest frame is:

7)
1 ( f )

Thus, from the decay of the vector mesón we get the mass dependent term:

Finally, including a Breit-Wigner form for the propagator of the vector state:

^ l (9)0 ^ Y r
(m-v - rn-R)- + {mRTR

we get an overall mass dependent factor:

Fvía)du = ^ • • > > + 2 " ' . Hmr _ „)

(

-7 t/u
(«2 - m^)2 4

with u the invariant mass of the TT-TT0 final state.
In order to have a more accurate description of the resonance, the Breit-Wigner factor

Fy11 (u2) has to be modified to account for the energy dependence of the resonance width and
for the coherent sum of other possible resonant states. From the factor Fy(my) it is straight
forward to obtain the total decay width of the resonance. Including phase space factors one
gets:

ñ 5

Therefore. for a resonance of invariant mass u one has:

2 0 mi (ü2

where F^ is the total width of the resonance. This energy dependence of the resonance width
is properly taken hito account by replacing in the expression Fytt (u) (9):

imRTR — > ¿ u T R ( u ¿ ) (13)

Tn order to describe (he possible produclion of other radial excitations we have replaced the
general expression of the standard P-wave relativistic Breit-Wigner form:

BWR(u2) = — , m | ? , , (14)
mR ~ u- - iuTR(u-)
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Figure 1.- The ~±~° invariant mass of the Monte Cario generator of events (dots) and the p.d.f. given by the
expression (16) (solid line) in linear (a) and logarithmic scale (b). The bin width is Az = .028 GeV.



in Fyn (ir) by a more general one [6] giren by:

. , ,, BWR + 3BWR,
RR, (a2) = R

i + 3
 R (15)

with 3 the relative phase between R and R'. Therefore, the final expression that we shall use
for the p.d.f. of the 7r±7r0 invariant mass is given by:

fMeH)dn x
(ir - éml)3'2 • 6(u2 - 4m;)

BWRÉ(u2\6H))\2du

where 9a is the set of the vector mesón parameters.
The comparison between the p.d.f. given by the equation [16] and the 7r±7r° invariant mass

of a Monte Cario sample of generated events *' with mp = .773 GeV, Tp = .145 GeV, 3 = —.145,
rn ' = 1.370 GeV and T < = .510 GeV is shown in figure 1.

3 The real Distribution Function.

In order to have a realistic description of the data, the theoretical p.d.f. fo(u\6jj) has to be
modified to account for the acceptance, the resolution effects and the background.

The acceptance takes into account the fiducial volume of the detector and the experimental
cuts. It is obtained from a Monte Cario simulation of the process r—>(p, p')—>7r±7r°/y and its
parametrisation a(u) (fig. 2) is introduced as a inultiplicative correction to fo(u,##); that is,

fo(u\9H) —* a(u) fQ(u\9H)

This correction for acceptance is reasonably fíat in the invariant mass región of interest and,
by re-weighting the Monte Cario sample, one can see that it is independent of the different
hypothesis of 9H.

The resolution in the determination of the invariant mass is taken into account by a

convoluüon integral such that the transformed p.d.f. / (U\9H-.9R) is given by

J{u\eH,eR)x I R(u,u\9R)a(u)Mu\8H)diL (17)
J — OC

with 9R = {9Rl, 9R2,..., 9Ró} the set of resolution parameters. For the kernel of the convolution,
R(u, u\9R), we have taken the sum of two Normal-like distributions: that is,

R(u, u'\9R) = Y, wi(u) - ^ (18)

where w\(u ) and ai(u ) are linear functions of the integration variable u and u'2 = 1 — W\.
The parameters of these linear forms (9Ri:i = 1,...,8) are obtained from a fit to the Monte
Cario sample after detector simulation and reconstruction and, by re-weighting the Monte Cario
sample, they show no dependence on the different hypothesis 6H-

^This set of parameters is obtained from the analysis of the pión form factors in e~e~ interactions [6] and
they are the nominal input valúes of the KORALZ generator of events [7].
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Figure 2.- Distribiition of the acceptance as function of the ~^-x° invariant mass of Monte Cario events (dots)
and its parametrisation (solid line). The bin width is A.r = .Ü28 GeV.

The distribiition of the variables which enter in the invariant mass caleulation. (£V±. E^u, 9^^
show a good agreement betwcen data and Monte Cario (figs. 3 and 4). Thcrcforc. the reso-
lution kernel R(U,U'\8R) should give a reasonable account of the real experimental resolution.
Xevertheless, fits to the data sample have been performed leaving the set of parameters 8R frée
within their estimated aecuracy.

The dominant contribution (~95%) to the background of the process r—>•(/?, p)—>7T±7r°f
comes from other r decays whose relative contributions are explicited in the table 1. The
remaining background is due to the processes e+e~—>e+e~~ and e+f~^/;+ / í~ where the final
leptons have been misidentified. Other possible sources, like two photon events and cosmic
rays, have a negligible contribution (< 1%) [8].

The total contribution of the background has been estimated by a Monte Cario simulation
and amounts to fi = 15.79c of the final sample. The invariant mass distribiition of the ^ and
7T° candidates from the simulated background (fig. 5) has been parametrised {b(u)) and added

linearly to the modified p.d.f. / (u\9H,9R): that is.

(19)

When fitting the data sample, the overall fraction of the background (/¡,) is left as a free
parameter.
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Figure 3.- Energy distribution of the TT̂  (a) and ~° (b) normalised to the beam energy for data (dots) and
Monte Cario simulated events (dashed histogram) together with the contribution of the background (solid

histogram).
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Figure 4.- Distrihution of the angle between the TT1 and the ~° for data (dots) and Monte Cario simulated
events (dashed histogram) together ivith the contribution of the background (solid histogram).
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Figure 5.- Distrihution of the 7r±7r° invariant mass of the Monte Cario simulated background (dots) and it.s
parametrisation (solid line). The bin width is Ax = .028 GeV.



Decay

T "Hai) >TT'ñ"KV

T-—>7TV

T—>K*V
T—>mrv (non — resonant)
T >IWV

r—>euv
T—>Kv

Contribution (%)

39.5
17.G
16.0
11.9
7.1
6.7
1.2

Table L- Different contributions to the background from tau decays.

Tncluding all these modifications. the final p.d.f. /(?/¡#ñ,/&,##) used for fitting the data is

given by

H,eR) + fbb(u)

A:
/

(20)

i th Nf the normalisation factor.

R(u,u\eR)a(ü)f0(u\6H)du + fbb(u)

4 The estimation of parameters.

The set of parameters of f(u\6R,fb,0fi) under stiidy has been estimated from the data on an

event by event basis using a máximum likelihood method and from a classified sample using a

least squares method.

The likelihood is defined as:

(21)
7=1

with A* the number of events in the sample. when the resolution parameters 9R are fixed to

their Monte Cario estimation (6°R) and as:
i-N

i-I

(22)

when they are left free. being o2
fí0 their Monte Cario estimated variance and M a normal p.d.f.

with correlated variables.

With the least squares method. if the resolution parameters are fixed the estimated param-

eters are obtained minimising the sum:

Q2 =
1=1

(23)



with ni, the total number of bins, nfat the number of data events in the bin i and n¿ the number

of expected events in the bin i given by:

rU — / /("l^ñ : Ib-, &H) du • / j ni"
t (24)

JAi i = l

Tf the resolution parameters are left free, then the minimised expression is:

"f> lr,dat , , V2 8

o? = Y ( ' " ' + Y" (eR ~ el) r.71 ieR - el) (25)
/_; n . Z_^V ./ KjJ Jk k KkJ

5 Analysis of the Monte Cario simulated sample.

As a cross-check of the analysis procedure. we have studied a sample of 145.000 Monte Cario

simulated events of the process r—>{p, p )-^TÍ3:TTÚU including the different sources of background.

The input parameters for the p and p resonances were:

mp = 0.773 GeV (26)

Yp = 0.145 GeV

mfí> = 1.370 GeV

Yp> = 0.510 GeV

with a mixing between the p and the p of 3 — —0.145 and the Monte Cario predicted fraction

of background fb = 15.7%. Several fits were performed leaving in each one of them different

free parameters. The results for some combinations of free parameters are shown in the table

2.

When all the resonance parameters and the fraction of background were left free the esti-

mated valúes were:

rnp = 0.7722 ±0.0014 GeV (27)

r p = 0.1431 ±0.0028 GeV

3 = -0.159 ±0.027

mp> = 1.364 ±0.036 GeV

Yp> = 0.558 ±0.16 GeV

fb = 16.2 ±0.72%

with a Q2
min = 40.6 for 43 d.o.f.. The linear correlation among them is shown in the table 3.



Free

A A

PJb:

fb-.m

parameters

«V-V

/ " *• P

ft

-.145±

-.145±

-.150±

.004

.005

.012

fb(%

15.7±

15.8±

15.8±

15.9+

.3

.4

.4

.4

mR (GeV)

1.367±.O18

1.376±.030

.7730±.0005

TR (GeV)

.557rt.H5

.144+.0021

Q;nin/d.o.f.

41.3/47

41.2/46

41.1/45

41.1/46

Table 2.- Results of the fit to the Monte Cario sample of events.

The same estimated parameters are obtained when the fit is performed with the máximum

likelihood method with similar Pearson's \~ test valúes.

To. fh

3

mP

.540 .842

.252

.240

.584

-.115

-.538

.051

-.870

.528

-.585

-.746

-.518

-.440

.335

Table 3.- Linear correlations among the estimated parameters.

The estimated parameters are in excellent agreement with the input valúes giving thus

confidence in the whole analysis procedure. The agreement betw^een the distribution with the

six fitted parameters and the Monte Cario sample distribution is shown in figure 6.

10
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Figure 6.- The TÍ̂ TÍ"0 invariant mass of the Monte Cario simulated events (dots) and the p.d.f. with the
estimated parameters (dashed Une) in linear (a) and logarithmic scale (b) together with the contribution of

the background (solid Une). The bin width is Ax = .028 GeV.
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6 Analysis of the Data sample.

The data sample used in this analysis was collecled by the L3 detector between 1991 and 1994

which corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of 118.8 pb"1. After applying the selection

cuts, which have been described in [8], we obtained a sample of 33,096 T-^^^V candidates

with invariant masses between 0.3 Ge Y and 1.7 GeY.

The first question we address is whether the data sample is compatible with the hypothesis

of 7r±7rü production without the p . For this. we fix the mixing parameter to ¿5 = 0 and fit the

data to estímate rnp. Tp and the fraction of background /&. The máximum likelihood method

gives 2).

mp =

Tp =

, fb =

0.7803 ±0.0013 GeY

0.1595 ±0.0050 GeY

14.95 ±0.85 %

(0.7804 ±0.0013 GeY)

(0.1597 ±0.0049 GeY)

(15.00 ±0.85%)

(28)

with a Pearson's \ 2 test valué of Q2
P = 55.8 for 46 d.o.f. which corresponds to a x'2 probability

oí Px-z(Q2 > Q2
P) = 0.15. The linear correlation among the estimated parameters is shown in

the table 4.

ÍIlp

Tp

.669

Ib

-.560

-.782

Table 4.- Linear correlations among the estimated parameters.

The least squares fit gives the same valúes for the estimated parameters (shown in paren-

thesis) with a Qmm/d.o.f = 55.8/46. Finally, other test statistics, like Kolmogorov-Smirnov

and Smirnov-Cramer-von Mises, have been evaluated and, although in this case their critical

valúes are only a conservative approximated guess, their confidence levéis for the single mesón

hypothesis are around 15% to 5%. In particular, the difference between the sample distribution

function and the distribution function with the estimated parameters when 3 = 0 is shown in

figure 7 together with the approximated Kolmogorov-Smirnov test bands for a 95% and a 99%

confidence level.

'"'The quoted errors correspond to one standard deviation and are symmetric. The two standard deviation
errors are also symmetric and a factor two larger.

12
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Figure 7.- DifFerence between the data sample distribution function of the TT^TT0 invariant mass and the
distribution function for .3 = 0 with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test bands for 95c/c (solid line) and 99% (dotted

Une) confidenco levcl.

A large inconsistency (Q'jnin/d.o.f. ~ 200/48) is found if we constrain the parameters of the

p mesón to rnp = .7669±.0012 GeV and Tp = .1491 ±.0029 GeV as given by the P.D.G. in 1994

[4]. However, the determination of the p parameters is beset with many difficulties and it is

staled in [4] that the mass is consistent with valúes between .761 and .784 GeV and the width

between .156 and .140 GeV to within two standard deviations [9,10].

Therefore we can conclude that although the agreement between the data sample and the

hypothesis of TÍ̂ TT0 production without the p is not good. we can not exelude the production

through a single 1 vector mesón with a mass and a width consistent with the two standard

deviation valúes given by the P.D.G. [4] for the p mesón.

Next. we fit the data sample leaving free the p parameters (mp,Tp), the p parameters

(m. i, F <), the mixing (3) and the fraction of background (/&). The máximum likelihood method

gives:

mn —
771 T + 0-0025

.t I i-t _ 0.0031

3 = - 0 .

99+0.0063
- - - 0 . 0 0 6 0

- 0.077

mp< = 1.306

0.54±

GeV

GeV

(0.7724 ±0.0033 GeV)

(0.1534 ±0.0063 GeV)

(-0.104 ±0.065)

(1.326 ±0.11 GeV)

(0.60 ±0.47 GeV)

(29)

1 3



h = 15.2íl;«% (15.1 ±1.5%)

with a Pearson's \-2 test valué of 39.1 for 43 d.o.f. 3). For comparison, we show in parenthesis

the estimated parameters with the least squares method with parabolic errors. In this case we

get a Q'^nin/d.o.f of 39.0/43. The linear correlation among the estimated parameters is shown

in the table 5. The good agreement between the 7i~n° invariant mass distribution of the data

and the p.d.f. for the estimated parameters is shown in figure 8 and their ratio in the figure 9

(9.a). For comparison. we have included also in this figure the corresponding ratio between the

data distribution and the p.d.f. with the estimated parameters for the hypothesis /? = 0 (9.b).

Finally. figure 10 shows the good agreement in the difference between the sample distribu-

tion functiün and the distribution function with the estimated parameters together with the

approximated Kolmogorov-Smirnov test bands for a 68% and a 95% confidence level.

771 p

Tp

,3

m.

Tp

.502

P

.820

.103

"V

.449

.676

.133

r p '

-.391

.318

-.799

.400

fb

-.579

-.749

-.394

-.767

.023

Table 5.- Linear correlations among the estimated parameters.

The estimated parameters of the p and the p resonances are not in good agreement with

the nominal input parameters of the KORALZ generator of events (mp = .773 GeV, Tp = .145

GeV, 3 = —.145, mp> = 1.370 GeV, Tp> = .510 GeV) obtained from an analysis of the pión

forra factors in e+e~ interactions [6] although individually do not deviate by more than one

standard deviation 4).
3)The two standard deviation errors on the p mesón parameters are within a factor 2.1 to 2.6 larger
4'This discrepancy is based on statisrical arguments and gets weaker when the possible svstematic effects are

considerad. On the other hand. a full inconsistency can not be claimed since the results of the reference [6]
contain neither the errors on the estimated parameters ñor the linear correlations among them.

14
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distribution function for the estimated parameters with the Kolmogorov-Smimov test bands for 68% (solid

line) and 99% (dotted Une) confidence level.
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7 Estimation of systematic uncertainties.

The ^TT0 invariant mass interval that we have used for the analysis is [.3,1.7] GeV. This

interval contains 33,096 events, a large fraction of the total sample (~99.5%). and is cióse to

the kinernatical limits of the invariant mass: 2m7r = .28 GeV and mT = 1.78 GeV. Tn order to

check for the stabilitv of the fit and potential problems with the tails of the distributions and

the different parametrisations we have done several fits varying the lower limit of the interval

between .3 GeV and .5 GeV and, independently. the upper one between 1.7 GeV and 1.5 GeV.

The máximum variations we found on the estimated parameters were:

(30)Arnp

Ar,

A3

Amp<

= 0.0020

= 0.0012

= 0.035

= 0.019

= 0.084

The subsamples for each mass interval are cleaiiy correlated and these differences are barely

statistically significant. However. for a conservative estímate, we have assigned them as the

upper and the lower limits on a possible systematic: error.

We have repeated the fits leaving free the parameters 6R of the resolution kernel R(u, u \9R)

(equations 17 and 18). This takes into account variations in the resolution itself and, to

some extent. possible variations in the •K±ITÜ invariant mass due to potential problems in the

detector calibration. Nevertheless, for a safer estímate of the systematic uncertainties due to

the detector calibration we have considered the effect of a bias in the ^ energy of 1% due to

the vértex chamber momentum determination and of 39c due to the hadron calorimeter energy

determinación. These are the accuracies to which the absolute calibraüons of ihe sub-detectors

are known. The máximum variations on the estimated parameters were:

(31)Arrip

Ar,

A3

\mp'

Ar •

= 0.0082

= 0.0015

= 0.12

= 0.20

= 0.50

Compared to this, the effect on the estimated parameters due to the uncertainty in the cali-

bration of the TTÜ energy or the angle between the pions is negligible.

17



The data sarnple has been fitted with the usual free parameters (rnp, Tp, 3. m >, T > and

/;,) and a shift (<j) of the invariant mass introduced in the p.d.f. as /o(u + S\9u). Reí at i ve

distortions of the TÍ̂ TT0 invariant mass would give different valúes for the estimated parameters

and a valué of S different from zero. The result of the fit gives an estimated shift of í ~ — 10~°

and the same estimated parameters given in (28).

The background and the acceptance have been obtained from a Monte Cario simulation

of events and. although the relative contribution of the background has ahvays been left as a

free parameter in the fits. they are conditioned to the functional forra of the parametrisations.

To estimate possible variations in their dependence with the TT̂ TT0 invariant mass we have

repeated the fits changing the slopes and adding an overall extra contribution in the ascendent.

descendent and the more or less fíat central part of the parametrisations inside a band which

covers all the points of figures 2 and 5 within one standard deviation. We have left also free

the fraction of the backgrounds in different sub-inlervals of the mass range considered. The

máximum differences observed on the estimated parameters were:

(32)A?77p

AJ

A m p>

A r >

= 0.0009

= 0.0003

= 0.012

= 0.006

= 0.032
• p

Adding all the aforementioned possible systematic errors in quadrature we get. a total sys-

tematic error on the estimated parameters of:

Ar?7)7, = 0.0085 (33)

A r r p = 0.0019

AT3 = 0.13

Armp< - 0.20

A r r p ' = 0.51

and of:

A r m p = 0.0084 (34)

A T r p = 0.0020

when only one intermediate vec:tor mesón was considered.
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8 Conclusions.

We have studied the semi-leptonic the decay of the tau lepton r—T-TT^TT^ and analysed the TÍ̂ TT0

final state through the production of intermedíate 1 mesón resonances.

Based on a data sample of 33.096 7r±7r0 events collected by the L3 detector between 1991

and 1994 we can conclude that:

i) The hypothesis of the process being mediated by a single 1 mesón (/?(770)) can not

be excluded although the agreement with the data is much better when a second mesón

resonance is included.

ii) When the process is described through the production of a single p mesón resonance the

esümated valúes for ihe mass and the width are:

mp = 0.7803 ±0.0013 ±0.0084 GeV (35)

Tp = 0.159o ±0.0050 ±0.0020 GeV

The statistical errors correspond to une standard deviation. They are symmetric and of

the same size as the global averages given in the P.D.G.. The two standard deviation

errors are also symmetric and a factor two larger.

iii) When the process is described through the production of two mesón resonances (p and

p) Ihe esümaled valúes are:

mp = 0.7717 í ^ f í ±0.0085 GeV (36)

Tp = 0.1522 Í ° S ±0.0019 GeV

mp> = 1.306 L°0f9 ± 0 . 2 0 G e V

TV = 0.54 í ^ ±0.51 GeV

with a mixing between the p and the p of

3 = -0.106 í°;°7°7 ±0.13

As in the previous case, the statistical errors correspond to une standard deviation. The

two standard deviation errors for the p mesón parameters are within a factor 2.1 to 2.6

times larger. These valúes are in agreement with the present estimates of the p(770) mass

and width as given by the P.D.G.. ..
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